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3D Face Reconstruction with Geometry Details

from a Single Image

Luo Jiang, Juyong Zhang†, Bailin Deng, Member, IEEE, Hao Li, and Ligang Liu, Member, IEEE,

Abstract—3D face reconstruction from a single image is a
classical and challenging problem, with wide applications in many
areas. Inspired by recent works in face animation from RGB-
D or monocular video inputs, we develop a novel method for
reconstructing 3D faces from unconstrained 2D images, using a
coarse-to-fine optimization strategy. First, a smooth coarse 3D
face is generated from an example-based bilinear face model, by
aligning the projection of 3D face landmarks with 2D landmarks
detected from the input image. Afterwards, using local corrective
deformation fields, the coarse 3D face is refined using photometric
consistency constraints, resulting in a medium face shape. Finally,
a shape-from-shading method is applied on the medium face to
recover fine geometric details. Our method outperforms state-
of-the-art approaches in terms of accuracy and detail recovery,
which is demonstrated in extensive experiments using real world
models and publicly available datasets.

Index Terms—Tensor Model, Shape-from-shading, 3D Face
Reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reconstruction of 3D face models using 2D images is a

fundamental problem in computer vision and graphics [1],

with various applications such as face recognition [2], [3]

and animation [4], [5]. However, this problem is particularly

challenging, due to the loss of information during camera

projection.

In the past, a number of methods have been proposed for face

construction using a single image. Among them, example-based

methods first build a low-dimensional parametric representation

of 3D face models from an example set, and then fit the paramet-

ric model to the input 2D image. One of the most well-known

examples is the 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) proposed by

Blanz and Vetter [6], represented as linear combination of the

example faces. 3DMM is a popular parametric face model

due to its simplicity, and has been the foundation of other

more sophisticated face reconstruction methods [3]. Another

approach to single image reconstruction is to solve it as Shape-

from-shading (SFS) [7], a classical computer vision problem

of 3D shape recovery from shading variation. For example,

Kemelmacher-Shlizerman and Basri [8] reconstruct the depth

information from an input face image, by estimating its lighting

and reflectance parameters using a reference face shape.

While these existing approaches are able to produce high-

quality reconstruction from a single image, they also come
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Figure 1: 3D face reconstruction from a single image. Given an

input image (left), we reconstruct a 3D face with fine geometric

details (right, top row). The input image can be used as texture

for rendering the reconstructed face (right, bottom row).

with limitations. Although example-based methods are simple

and efficient, they rely heavily on the dataset, and may produce

unsatisfactory results when the target face is largely different

from those in the example set; moreover, due to the limited de-

grees of freedom of the low-dimensional model, these methods

often fail to reproduce fine geometric details (such as wrinkles)

that are specific to the target face. SFS-based methods are able

to capture the fine-scale facial details from the appearance of

the input image; however, they require prior knowledge about

the geometry or illumination to resolve the ambiguity of the

reconstruction problem, and may become inaccurate when the

input image does not satisfy the assumptions.

In this paper, we propose a novel coarse-to-fine method to

reconstruct a high-quality 3D face model from a single image.

Our method consists of three steps:

• First, we compute a coarse estimation of the target

3D face, by fitting an example-based parametric face

model to the input image. Our parametric model is

derived from FACEWAREHOUSE [9] and the Basel Face

Model (BFM2009) [10], two 3D face datasets with large

variation in expression and identity respectively. The

resulting mesh model captures the overall shape of the

target face.

• Afterwards, we enhance the coarse face model by applying

smooth deformation that captures medium-scale facial

features; we also estimate the lighting and reflectance

parameters from the enhanced face model.
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Figure 2: An overview of our coarse-to-fine face reconstruction approach.

• Finally, the illumination parameters and the enhanced face

model are utilized to compute a height-field face surface

according to the shading variation of the input image. This

final model faithfully captures the fine geometric details

of the target face (see Fig. 1).

Our method builds upon the strength of the existing ap-

proaches mentioned above: the example-based coarse face

enables more reliable estimation of illumination parameters, and

improves the robustness of the final SFS step; the SFS-based

final face model provides detailed geometric features, which

are often not available from example-based approaches. Our

method outperforms existing example-based and SFS methods

in terms of reconstruction accuracy as well as geometric detail

recovery, as shown by extensive experimental results using

publicly available datasets.

II. RELATED WORK

Low-dimensional models. Human faces have similar global

characteristics, for example the location of main facial features

such as eyes, nose and mouth. From a perception perspective, it

has been shown that a face can be characterized using a limited

number of parameters [11], [12]. The low dimensionality of the

face space allows for effective parametric face representations

that are derived from a collection of sample faces, reducing

the reconstruction problem into searching within the parameter

space. A well-known example of such representations is the

3DMM proposed in [6], which has been used for various face

processing tasks such as reconstruction [6], [13], [14], [15],

[16], recognition [2], [3], face exchange in images [17], and

makeup suggestion [18]. Low-dimensional representations have

also been used for dynamic face processing. To transfer facial

performance between individuals in different videos, Vlasic

et al. [19] develop a multilinear face model representation

that separately parameterizes different face attributes such as

identity, expression, and viseme. In the computer graphics

industry, facial animation is often achieved using linear models

called blendshapes, where individual facial expressions are

combined to create realistic facial movements [20]. The

simplicity and efficiency of blendshapes models enable real-

time facial animation driven by facial performance captured

from RGBD cameras [21], [22], [23], [24], [25] and monocular

videos [26], [4], [27], [5]. When using low-dimensional face

representations derived from example face shapes, the example

dataset has strong influence on the resulting face models. For

instance, it would be difficult to reconstruct a facial expression

that deviates significantly from the sample facial expressions. In

the past, during the development of face recognition algorithms,

various face databases have been collected and made publicly

available [28]. Among them, BFM2009 provides 3DMM

representation for a large variety of facial identities. Recently,

Cao et al. [9] introduced FACEWAREHOUSE, a 3D facial

expression database that provides the facial geometry of 150

subjects, covering a wide range of ages and ethnic backgrounds.

Our coarse face modeling method adopts a bilinear face model

that encodes identity and expression attributes in a way similar

to [19]. We use FACEWAREHOUSE and BFM2009 as the

example dataset, due to the variety of facial expressions and

identities that they provide respectively.

Shape-from-shading. Shape-from-shading (SFS) [7], [29]

is a computer vision technique that recovers 3D shapes from

their shading variation in 2D images. Given the information

about illumination, camera projection, and surface reflectance,

SFS methods are able to recover fine geometric details that

may not be available using low-dimensional models. On the

other hand, SFS is an ill-posed problem with potentially

ambiguous solutions [30]. Thus for face reconstruction, prior

knowledge about facial geometry must be incorporated to

achieve reliable results. For example, symmetry of human

faces has been used by various authors to reduce the ambiguity

of SFS results [31], [32], [33]. Another approach is to solve

the SFS problem within a human face space, using a low-

dimensional face representation [34], [35]. Other approaches

improve the robustness of SFS by introducing an extra data

source, such as a separate reference face [8], as well as

coarse reconstructions using multiview stereo [36], [37] or

unconstrained photo collections [38], [39], [40]. We adopt a

similar approach which builds an initial estimation of the face

shape and augment it with fine geometric details using SFS.

Our initial face estimation combines coarse reconstruction in a

low-dimensional face space with refinement of medium-scale

geometric features, providing a more accurate initial shape for

subsequent SFS processing.
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III. OVERVIEW

This section provides an overview of our coarse-to-fine

approach to reconstructing a high-quality 3D face model from a

single photograph. Fig. 2 illustrates the pipeline of our method.

To create a coarse face model (Sec. IV), we first build

a bilinear model from FACEWAREHOUSE and BFM2009 to

describe a plausible space of 3D faces; the coarse face shape is

generated from the bilinear model by aligning the projection of

its 3D landmarks with the 2D landmarks detected on the input

image, using a fitting energy that jointly optimizes the shape

parameters (e.g., identity, expression) and camera parameters.

To further capture person-specific features that are not available

from the bilinear model, we enhance the coarse face using

an additional deformation field that corresponds to medium-

scale geometric features (Sec. V); the deformation field is

jointly optimized with the lighting and albedo parameters,

such that the shading of the enhanced model is close to the

input image. Afterwards, the resulting medium face model is

augmented with fine geometric details (Sec. VI): the normal

field from the medium face model is modified according to the

input image gradients as well as the illumination parameters

derived previously, and the modified normal field is integrated

to achieve the final face shape.

IV. COARSE FACE MODELING

Preprocessing. The FACEWAREHOUSE dataset contains

head meshes of 150 individuals, each with 47 expressions. All

expressions are represented as meshes with the same connectiv-

ity, each consisting of 11510 vertices. The BFM2009 dataset

contains 200 face meshes, and each mesh consists of 53490

vertices. In order to combine the two datasets, we first mask

the face region on the head mesh from FACEWAREHOUSE to

extract a face mesh, and fill the holes in the regions of eyes and

mouth, to obtain a simply connected face mesh consisting of

5334 vertices. Afterwards, we randomly sample the parameter

space for BFM2009 to generate 150 neutral face models,

and deform the average face model from FACEWAREHOUSE

to fit these models via nonrigid registration [41]. Then we

transfer the other 46 expressions of the FACEWAREHOUSE

average face model to each of the 150 deformed face models

based on the method in [41]. In this way, we construct a

new dataset containing 300 individuals (150 from BFM2009

and 150 from FACEWAREHOUSE), each with 47 expressions.

We perform Procrustes alignment for all the face meshes

in the dataset. Moreover, BFM2009 provides 199 principal

components to span the surface albedo space, but these principal

albedo components cannot be used for our new dataset directly

due to different mesh connectivity. Thus we transfer their

albedo information to the new mesh representation using

the correspondence identified in the nonrigid registration, to

construct 199 principal albedo components for our dataset.

These principal components will be used in Sec V.

Bilinear face model. Following [19], we collect the vertex

coordinates of all face meshes into a third-order data tensor,

and perform 2-mode SVD reduction along the identity mode

and the expression mode, to derive a bilinear face model that

approximates the original data set. In detail, the bilinear face

Figure 3: Our coarse face reconstruction is based on aligning

the projection of labeled 3D face landmarks (right) with 2D

landmarks detected on the input image (left).

model is represented as a mesh with the same connectivity as

those from the data set, and its vertex coordinates F ∈ R
3×Nv

are computed as

F = Cr ×2 w
T
id ×3 w

T
exp, (1)

where Nv is the number of vertices, Cr is the reduced

core tensor computed from the SVD reduction, and wid ∈
R

100,wexp ∈ R
47 are column vectors for the identity weights

and expression weights which control the face shape. Note that

here we only reduce the dimension along the identity mode,

in order to maintain the variety of facial expressions in the

bilinear model. For more details on multilinear algebra, the

reader is referred to [42].

To construct a coarse face, we align 3D landmarks on the

bilinear face model with corresponding 2D landmarks from

the input image. First, we preprocess the bilinear face mesh to

manually label 68 landmark vertices. Given an input image, we

detect the face as well as its corresponding 68 landmarks using

the method in [43] (see Fig. 3 for an example). Assuming

that the camera model is a weak perspective projection along

the Z direction, we can write the projection matrix as Π =[
α 0 0
0 α 0

]
. Then we can formulate the following fitting energy

to align the projection of landmark vertices with the detected

2D landmarks

Efit =

68∑

k=1

‖ΠRFvk
+ t−Uk‖

2
2

+ γ1

100∑

i=1

(
w

(i)
id

δ
(i)
id

)2

+ γ2

47∑

j=1

(
w

(j)
exp

δ
(j)
exp

)2

. (2)

Here Fvk ∈ R
3 and Uk ∈ R

2 are the coordinates of the k-th

3D landmark vertex and the corresponding image landmark,

respectively; translation vector t ∈ R
2 and rotation matrix

R ∈ R
3×3 determine the position and pose of the face mesh

with respect to the camera; w
(i)
id and w

(j)
exp are components

of weight vectors wid and wexp, while δ
(i)
id and δ

(j)
exp are the

corresponding singular values obtained from the 2-mode SVD

reduction; γ1 and γ2 are positive weights. As in [6], the last two

terms ensure parameters w
(i)
id and w

(j)
exp have a reasonable range

of variation. This fitting energy is minimized with respect to the

shape parameters wid,wexp and the camera parameters Π,R, t
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4: For a non-frontal face images (a), the labeled 3D

face silhouette landmarks (shown in cyan in (d)) need to

be updated for better correspondence with the detected 2D

silhouette landmarks. We construct a set of horizontal lines

connecting the mesh vertices (shown in cyan in (b) and (c)), and

select among them a set of vertices representing the updated

silhouette according to the current view direction (shown in

red in (b) and (c)). The new 3D silhouette landmarks (shown

in pink in (d)) are selected within the updated silhouette.

via coordinate descent. First we fix the shape parameters and

reduce the optimization problem to

min
Π,R,t

68∑

k=1

‖ΠRFvk + t−Uk‖
2
2 , (3)

which is solved using the pose normalization method from

[38]. Next we fix the camera and expression parameters, which

turns the optimization into

min
wid

68∑

k=1

‖ΠRFvk
+ t−Uk‖

2
2 + γ1

100∑

i=1

(
w

(i)
id

δ
(i)
id

)2

. (4)

This is a linear least-squares problem and can be easily solved

by solving a linear system. Finally, we fix the camera and

identity parameters, and optimize the expression parameters in

the same way as Eq. (4). These steps are iteratively executed

until convergence. In our experiments, four iterations are

sufficient for convergence to a good result.

Landmark vertex update. The landmark vertices on the

face mesh are labeled based on the frontal pose. For non-

frontal face images, the detected 2D landmarks along the

face silhouette may not correspond well with the landmark

vertices (see Fig. 4(a) for an example). Thus after each camera

parameter optimization step, we update the silhouette landmark

vertices according to the rotation matrix R, while keeping the

internal landmark vertices (e.g., those around the eyes, the nose,

and the mouth) unchanged. Similar to [4], we preprocess the

original face mesh to derive a dense set of horizontal lines that

connect mesh vertices and cover the potential silhouette region

from a rotated view (see Fig. 4(b) and 4(c)). Given a rotation

matrix R, we select from each horizontal line a vertex that lies

on the silhouette, and project it onto the image plane according

to the camera parameters Π,R, t. These projected vertices

provide an estimate of the silhouette for the projected face

mesh. Then for each 2D silhouette landmark, its corresponding

landmark vertex is updated to the silhouette vertex whose

projection is closest to it (see Fig. 4(d)).

To determine the silhouette vertex on a horizontal line, we

select the vertex whose normal encloses the largest angle

with the view direction. Since the face mesh is approximately

spherical with its center close to the origin, we approximate

the unit normal of a vertex on the rotated face mesh as Rv
‖Rv‖2

,

where v is the original vertex coordinates. Then the silhouette

vertex is the one with the smallest value of

∣∣∣Z · Rv
‖Rv‖2

∣∣∣ within

the horizontal line, where Z = [0, 0, 1]T is the view direction.

(f)

(c)(a)

(d) (e)

(b)

Figure 5: Silhouette update improves accuracy of the coarse

face model. Each row shows an input image ((a) and (d)), the

corresponding coarse face model with silhouette update ((b)

and (e)), and the one without silhouette update ((c) and (f)).

The updated silhouette is shown in red. The top row shows an

example with +30◦ yaw, and the bottom row with +45◦ yaw.

The silhouette update improves the accuracy of the coarse

face model for non-frontal images, as shown in Fig. 5 for two

examples with +30◦ and +45◦ yaws: without the silhouette

update, the resulting model will become wider due to erroneous

correspondence with between the detected landmarks and

the silhouette landmarks. When the yaw becomes larger, the

detected 2D landmarks become less reliable, and the coarse

face model becomes less accurate even with silhouette update.

Our approach does not work well for images with very large

poses (beyond 60◦ yaw) unless the invisible landmarks can

be accurately detected. On the other hand, our pipeline can

be combined with large-pose landmark detection algorithms

to produce good results for such images. Some examples are

shown in Fig. 13.
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V. MEDIUM FACE MODELING

Although the coarse face model provides a good estimate

of the overall shape, it may not capture some person-specific

geometric details due to limited variation of the constructed

data set (see Fig. 7). Thus we enhance the coarse face using

smooth deformation that correspond to medium-scale geometric

features, to improve the consistency between its shading and

the input image. During this process we also estimate the

lighting and the albedo. The enhanced face model and the

lighting/albedo information will provide the prior knowledge

required by the SFS reconstruction in the next section. In this

paper, we convert color input images into grayscale ones for

simplicity and efficiency. However, it is not difficult to extend

the formulation to directly process color images.

Lighting and albedo estimation. To compute shading for

our face mesh, we need the information about lighting and

surface reflectance. Assuming Lambertian reflectance, we can

approximate the grayscale level si,j at a pixel (i, j) using

second-order spherical harmonics [44]:

si,j = ri,j ·max(ξTH(ni,j), 0). (5)

Here ri,j is the albedo at the pixel; ni,j is the corresponding

mesh normal, computed via

ni,j =
(vi,j

2 − v
i,j
1 )× (vi,j

3 − v
i,j
1 )

‖(vi,j
2 − v

i,j
1 )× (vi,j

3 − v
i,j
1 )‖2

, (6)

where v
i,j
1 ,vi,j

2 ,vi,j
3 are the vertex coordinates for the mesh

triangle that corresponds to pixel (i, j); H is a vector of second-

order spherical harmonics

H(n) = [1, nx, ny, nz, nxny, nxnz, nynz, n
2
x−n2

y, 3n
2
z−1]T ,

(7)

and ξ is a vector of harmonics coefficients. For more robust es-

timation, we follow [6] and parametrize the surface reflectance

using a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) model:

ri,j =

(
Φ0 +

Nr∑

l=1

wl
rΦl

)
· ci,j , (8)

where [c1i,j , c
2
i,j , c

3
i,j ] ∈ R

3 is the barycentric coordinate

of the triangle corresponding to ri,j , [Φ0,Φ1, ...,ΦNr
] ∈

R
Nv×(Nr+1) is a basis of vertex albedos with Nv being the

number of vertices of the face mesh, wr = (w1
r , ..., w

Nr
r ) ∈

R
Nr is a vector for the albedo weights; ci,j ∈ R

Nv is a vector

whose components for the three vertices of the triangle that

contains pixel (i, j) are equal to the barycentric coordinates

of the pixel within the triangle, and the components for other

vertices are zero. Among the 199 principal albedo components

derived from BFM2009, we choose Nr principal components

with the largest variance as Φ1, ...,ΦNr
. We set Nr = 100 in

our experiments. The lighting and albedo are then estimated

by solving an optimization problem

min
r,ξ,d

∑

i,j

(
ri,jξ

TH(ni,j)− Ii,j
)2

+ µ1

Nr∑

l=1

∥∥∥∥
wl

r

δ
(l)
r

∥∥∥∥
2

2

,(9)

where vectors r,d collect the values {ri,j}, {di,j}, respectively;

Ii,j denotes the grayscale value at pixel (i, j) of the input

. . .

+1

-1

Figure 6: Some Laplacian eigenfunctions of local regions on

the face mesh (displayed via color coding).

image; {δ
(l)
r } are the standard deviations corresponding to the

principal directions; µ1 is a user-specified positive weight. To

optimize this problem, we first set wr to zero and optimize

the harmonics coefficients ξ. Then we optimize the reflectance

weights wr while fixing ξ. Both sub-problems reduce to solving

a linear system. This process is iterated three times in our

experiment.

Facial detail enhancement. With an estimate of lighting

and albedo, we can now enhance the coarse face mesh to reduce

the discrepancy between the mesh shading and the input image.

We apply a smooth 3D deformation field to the Nv vertices of

the frontal face mesh to minimize the following discrepancy

measure with respect to the vertex displacements D ∈ R
3×Nv :

Eshading(D) =
∑

i,j

(
ri,j max(ξTH(ñi,j), 0)− Ii,j

)2
, (10)

where {ñi,j} are the new mesh face normals. Specifically,

since our final goal is to recover a depth field defined on the

facial pixels in the given image, we sum over the pixels in

Eq. (10). The correspondence between pixels and triangles are

computed by the Z-buffer method [45]. However, this nonlinear

least-squares problem can be very time-consuming to solve,

due to the high resolution of the mesh. Therefore, we construct

a low-dimensional subspace of smooth mesh deformations and

solve the optimization problem within this subspace, which

significantly reduces the number of variables. Specifically, if

we measure the smoothness of a deformation field using the

norm of its graph Laplacian with respect to the mesh, then

the Laplacian eigenfunctions associated with small eigenvalues

span a subspace of smooth deformations. Indeed, it is well

known in 3D geometry processing that the Laplacian eigen-

values can be seen as the frequencies for the eigenfunctions,

which indicate how rapidly each eigenfunction oscillates across

the surface [46]. Thus by restricting the deformation to the

subspace with small eigenvalues, we inhibit the enhancement

of fine-scale geometric features, leaving them to the SFS

reconstruction step in Sec VI. Since most facial variations are

local, we select some local regions on the mesh, and perform

Laplacian eigenanalysis on each region separately (see Fig. 6).

The selected eigenfunctions are then combined to span a space

of facial variations. Specifically, for the i-th selected region,

we preprocess the frontal face mesh to construct its graph

Laplacian matrix Ki ∈ R
Nv×Nv based on mesh connectivity,

and add a large positive value to the j-th diagonal element

if vertex j is outside the selected region. Then we perform

eigendecomposition to obtain k+1 eigenvectors ei0, e
i
1, . . . , e

i
k

corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues λi
0 ≤ λi

1 ≤ . . . ≤ λi
k.

Among them, ei0 has a constant value inside the selected region,
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Figure 7: Quantitative results on the dataset [47]. The input image and its ground truth shape are shown in the first column.

In the other columns, we show different face reconstructions and their corresponding error maps (according to Eq. (24)): the

coarse face model, the medium face model, the fine reconstruction with and without medium face modeling, the coarse model

with modified identity parameters, and the fine reconstruction with medium face modeling from the modified coarse face. In the

bottom, we show the reconstruction error values.

representing a translation of the whole region [46]. Since it

does not represent variation within the region, we discard

ei0 to get k eigenvectors Ei = [ei1, . . . , e
i
k]. Combing all the

eigenvectors to span the x-, y-, and z-coordinates of the vertex

displacement vectors, we represent the deformation field as

D = (Eη)T , (11)

where E = [E1, . . . ,ENe ] ∈ R
Nv×(k·Ne) stacks the basis vec-

tors, and η = [λ1
1, . . . , λ

1
k, . . . , λ

Ne

1 , . . . , λNe

k ]T ∈ R
(k·Ne)×3

collects their linear combination coefficients. Then the defor-

mation is determined by solving the following optimization

problem about η:

min
η

Eshading(D) + µ2

Ne∑

i=1

k∑

j=1

∥∥∥∥∥
ηi
j

λi
j

∥∥∥∥∥

2

2

. (12)

Here the second term prevents large deformations, with more

penalty on basis vectors of lower frequencies; µ2 is a user-

specified weight. Our formulation is designed to induce more

enhancement for finer geometric features, since the coarse face

already provides a good estimate of the overall shape. In our

experiments, we set k = 5 and Ne = 9, which means we

select nine local regions and the first five eigenfunctions of

the corresponding Laplacian matrix for each region. These

local regions are manually selected in a heuristic way. More

specifically, given the mean face shape, we first compute the

vertex displacements from its neutral expression to each of the

other 46 expressions, and manually select nine regions with

the largest variation as the local regions.

As the number of variables are significantly reduced in (12),

this nonlinear least-squares problem can be solved efficiently

using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [48]. We then apply

the optimized deformation field to the frontal face mesh,

and update the correspondence between image pixels and

mesh triangles. With the new correspondences, we solve the

optimization problems (9) and (12) again to further improve

the lighting/albedo estimate and the face model. This process

is iterated twice in our experiments.

Medium face modeling can improve the accuracy of medium-

scale facial features such as those around the laugh lines, as

shown in Figs. 7 and Figs. 8. Fig. 7 compares the fine face

reconstruction results with and without medium face modeling.

We can see that the use of medium face leads to more accurate

results numerically and visually. Indeed, eigendeomposition

of the Laplacian matrix corresponds to Fourier analysis of

geometric signals defined on the mesh surface [46], thus our

use of basisvectors is similar to approximating the displacement

from the coarse face to the ground truth shape in each local

region using its Fourier components of lowest frequencies,

which is a classical signal processing technique. On the other

hand, our approach cannot reconstruct facial features whose

frequency bands have limited overlap with those corresponding

to the chosen basisvectors. One example is shown in Fig. 8,

where the dimples cannot be reconstructed. Finally, as the

medium face modeling is applied on local regions, it cannot

reduce reconstruction errors of global scales. As an example,

in Fig. 7 we alter the identity parameters to generate a different

coarse face model, and apply medium and fine face modeling.

We can see that although medium and fine face modeling help

to introduce more details, they cannot change the overall face

shape.
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(a) (c)(b)

Figure 8: An input image with smile expression (a), and its

coarse (b) and medium (c) face models. The use of Laplacian

eigenvectors improves the accuracy of features around the laugh

lines, but cannot reconstruct the dimples as the eigenvectors

provide limited cover of their frequency band.

VI. FINE FACE MODELING

As the final step in our pipeline, we reconstruct a face model

with fine geometric details, represented as a height field surface

over the face region Ω of the input image. Using the medium

face model and the lighting/albedo information computed in

Sec. V, we first compute a refined normal map over Ω, to

capture the details from the input image. This normal map is

then integrated to recover a height field surface for the final

face shape.

Overall approach. Specifically, the normal map is defined

using a unit vector n′
i,j ∈ R

3 for each pixel (i, j) ∈ Ω. Noting

that each face pixel corresponds to a normal vector facing

towards the camera [8], we represent n′
i,j using two variables

pi,j , qi,j as

n′
i,j =

(pi,j , qi,j ,−1)√
p2i,j + q2i,j + 1

. (13)

The values {pi,j}, {qi,j} are computed by solving an opti-

mization problem that will be explained later. The final height-

field face model, represented using a depth value zi,j per

pixel, is then determined so that the height field normals

are as close as possible to the normal map. We note that

the height field normal n̂i,j at pixel (i, j) can be computed

using three points hi,j = (i, j, zi,j), hi,j+1 = (i, j+1, zi,j+1),
hi+1,j = (i+ 1, j, zi+1,j) on the height field surface via

n̂i,j =
(hi,j+1 − hi,j)× (hi+1,j − hi,j)

‖(hi,j+1 − hi,j)× (hi+1,j − hi,j)‖2

=
(zi+1,j − zi,j , zi,j+1 − zi,j ,−1)√

(zi+1,j − zi,j)2 + (zi,j+1 − zi,j)2 + 1
. (14)

Comparing this with Eq. (13) shows that for the height field

normal to be consistent with the normal map, we should have

zi+1,j − zi,j = pi,j , zi,j+1 − zi,j = qi,j (15)

for every pixel. As these conditions only determine {zi,j} up

to an additional constant, we compute {zi,j} as the minimum-

norm solution to a linear least-squares problem

min
{zi,j}

∑

(i,j)

(zi+1,j−zi,j−pi,j)
2+(zi,j+1−zi,j−qi,j)

2. (16)

Normal map optimization. For high-quality results, we

enforce certain desirable properties of the computed normal

map n′
i,j by minimizing an energy that corresponds to these

properties. First of all, the normal map should capture fine-

scale details from the input image. Using the lighting and

albedo parameters obtained during the computation of the

medium face, we can evaluate the pixel intensity values from

the normal map according to Eq. (5), and require them to be

close to the input image. However, such direct approach can

suffer from the inaccuracy of spherical harmonics in complex

lighting conditions such as cast shadows, which can lead

to unsatisfactory results. Instead, we aim at minimizing the

difference in intensity gradients, between the input image and

the shading from the normal map. This difference can be

measured using the following energy

Egrad =
∑

(i,j)

∥∥∥∥
[
s′i+1,j − s′i,j
s′i,j+1 − s′i,j

]
−

[
Ii+1,j − Ii,j
Ii,j+1 − Ii,j

]∥∥∥∥
2

2

, (17)

where {Ii,j} are intensity values from the input image, and

s′i,j = ri,j ·max(ξTH(n′
i,j), 0) (18)

are shading intensities for the normal map according to Eq. (5),

using the optimized albedo {ri,j} and spherical harmonic

coefficients ξ from Sec. V. Minimizing the difference in

gradients instead of intensities helps to attenuate the influence

from illumination noises such as cast shadows, while preserving

the features from the input image. Another benefit is that

its optimality condition is a higher-order PDE that results in

smoother solution and reduces unnatural sharp features [49].

One example is shown in Fig. 9, where the formulation with

gradient difference reduces the sharp creases around the nose

and the mouth. (see Fig. 9).

Optimizing Egrad alone is not sufficient for good results,

since the problem is under-constrained. Thus we introduce

two additional regularization terms for the normal map. First

we note that the medium face model from Sec. V provides

good approximation of the final shape. Thus we introduce the

following energy to penalize the deviation between normal

map and the normals from the medium face

Eclose =
∑

(i,j)

‖n′
i,j − ni,j‖

2
2, (19)

where ni,j is computed from the medium face mesh according

to Eq. (6). In addition, we enforce smoothness of the normal

map using an energy that penalizes its gradient

Esmooth =
∑

(i,j)

‖n′
i+1,j − n′

i,j‖
2
2 + ‖n′

i,j+1 − n′
i,j‖

2
2. (20)

Finally, we need to ensure the normal map is integrable, i.e.,

given the normal map there exists a height field surface such

that conditions (15) are satisfied. Note that if (15) are satisfied,
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: An input image with cast shadow and noise (a), and

its reconstruction results by minimizing the intensity difference

(b) and the gradient difference (c), respectively. Compared with

intensity difference minimization, the formulation with gradient

difference produces a smoother result and reduces unnatural

sharp creases at the eye, the nose, and the mouth (highlighted

with rectangles).

then pi,j and qi,j are the increments of function z along the grid

directions. Moreover, the total increment of z along the close

path that connects pixels (i, j), (i+1, j), (i+1, j+1), (i, j+1)
should be zero, which results in the condition

pi,j + qi+1,j − pi,j+1 − qi,j = 0. (21)

For the normal map to be integrable, this condition should

be satisfied at each pixel. Indeed, with condition (15) we can

interpret p and q as partial derivatives ∂z
∂u

, ∂z
∂v

where u, v are the

grid directions; then condition (21) corresponds to ∂p
∂v

= ∂q
∂u

,

which is the condition for (p, q) to be a gradient field. We can

then enforce the integrability condition using an energy

Eint =
∑

(i,j)

(pi,j + qi+1,j − pi,j+1 − qi,j)
2. (22)

Combining the above energies, we derive an optimization

problem for computing the desirable normal map

min
p,q

Egrad + ω1Eclose + ω2Esmooth + ω3Eint, (23)

where the optimization variables p,q are the values

{pi,j}, {qi,j}, and ω1, ω2, ω3 are user-specified weights. This

nonlinear least-squares problem is again solved using the

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.

Fig. 7 shows a fine face model reconstructed using our

method. Compared with the medium face model, it captures

more geometric details and reduces the reconstruction error.

Besides, it can be observed from the reconstruction results in

last two columns that the initial coarse face model has a large

influence on reconstruction accuracy.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

This section presents experimental results, and compares our

method with some existing approaches.

Experimental setup. To verify the effectiveness of our

method, we tested it using the data set from the Bosphorus

database [50]. This database provides structured-light scanned

3D face point clouds for 105 subjects, as well as their

corresponding single-view 2D face photographs. For each

Table I: The mean and standard variation of our reconstructions

for each pose and expression.

Pose Yaw +10◦ Yaw +20◦ Yaw +30◦

3DRMSE 1.73± 0.33 1.51± 0.24 1.44± 0.32

Expression happy surprise disgust

3DRMSE 1.71± 0.34 2.05± 0.49 1.98± 0.42

subject, the database provides point clouds and images for

different facial expressions and head poses. We ran our

algorithm on the 2D images, and used the corresponding point

clouds as ground truth to evaluate the reconstruction error. 55

subjects with low noises in their point clouds were chosen for

testing. The reconstructed face is aligned with its corresponding

ground truth face using iterative closest point (ICP) method [51].

After alignment, we crop the face model at a radius of 85mm

around the tip of the nose, and then compute the 3D Root

Mean Square Error (3DRMSE):
√∑

i

(X−X∗)2/N, (24)

where X is the reconstructed face, X∗ is the grund truth, N
is the number of vertices of the cropped frontal reconstructed

face. We also computed the mean and standard deviation of

all these errors.

Our algorithm is implemented in C++ and is tested on a

PC with an Intel Core i7-4710MQ 2.50 GHz CPU and 7.5

GB RAM. The weights in optimization problems (2), (9),

(12), (23) are set as follows: γ1 = γ2 = 1.5 × 103;µ1 =
5;µ2 = 20; ω1 = 10, ω2 = 10, ω3 = 1. The nonlinear least-

squares problems are solved using the CERES solver [52], with

all derivatives evaluated using automatic differentiation. To

speed up the algorithm, we downsample the high-resolution 2D

images from the database to 30% of their original dimensions

before running our algorithm. The down-sampled images have

about 400×500 pixels, for which the coarse, medium, and fine

face construction steps take about 1 second, 2 minutes, and 1

minute respectively using our non-optimized implementation.

Frontal and neutral faces. We first tested our method on

facial images of frontal pose and neutral expression, from 55

subjects in the Bosphorus database. For comparison we also

ran the face reconstruction method from [3], which is based

on a 3DMM built from BFM2009 and FACEWAREHOUSE.

Fig. 10 presents the reconstruction results of six subjects using

our method and [3], and compares them with the ground truth

faces. Thanks to the enhancement in the medium face step

and the SFS recovery in the fine face step, our approach can

not only obtain a more realistic global facial shape, but also

accurately capture the person-specific geometric details such

as wrinkles. Fig. 10 also shows the 3DRMSE for our results

and the results using [3]. The mean and standard variation of

3DRMSE is 1.97 ± 0.35 for the results by method [3], and

1.56± 0.24 for the results by our method. It can be seen that

the mean error from our results are consistently lower than

those from the method of [3].

Near-frontal poses and expressions. We also tested our

method on face images with near-frontal poses and expressions.

First, for each of the 55 subjects, we applied our method on
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1.582.04

1.231.95

1.162.01

1.391.72

1.752.80

1.492.04

input images GT GTOurs Ours[3] [3] GT vs [3] GT vs Ours

0 12mm

Figure 10: Facial reconstruction from images of frontal pose and neutral expression. For each input image, we show the ground

truth (GT) as well as the results using out method and the method from [3], each in two viewpoints. We also show the error

maps (according to Eq. (24)) for the two methods, together with their 3DRMSE.

their images of neutral expression with three types of poses:

Yaw +10◦, +20◦, and +30◦. Then, we tested our approach on

frontal faces with three non-neutral expressions: happy, surprise,

and disgust. Among the 55 subjects, there are 25 of them with

all three expressions present. We apply our method on these 25

subjects, and Table I shows the mean and standard deviation

of 3DRMSE for each pose and expression. We can observe

that the reconstruction results by our method are consistent

for different poses and expressions, and the reconstruction

errors are small. This is verified in Fig. 11, where we show

the reconstruction results of four subjects under different poses

and expressions.

Furthermore, using landmark detection methods designed for

facial images with large pose (e.g., 90◦), our approach can also

reconstruct the 3D model well for such images. Two examples

are shown in Fig. 13, where the landmarks are detected using
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Figure 11: Face reconstructions of four subjects from images of frontal pose with different expressions (happy, surprise, disgust),

and of different poses (Yaw +10◦, +20◦, +30◦) with neutral expression. For each input image, we show the reconstructed face

mesh as well as its textured rendering.
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1.20

1.44

1.52

0

12mm

Figure 12: Face reconstructions of four subjects from the MICC dataset [53] using our method. We show from left to right the

input image, the ground truth, our reconstruction result (with texture) in two view points, and error map (according to Eq. (24)).

Figure 13: Face reconstructions of face images with very large

pose using our method. We show from left to right the input

image, and the reconstruction result from two viewpoints.

the method from [54].

Unconstrained facial images. To demonstrate the robust-

ness of our approach on general unconstrained facial images,

we compare our method with the structure from motion (SFM)

method [55] and the learning-based method [56] using the

MICC dataset [53]. The MICC dataset contains 53 video

sequences of varying resolution, conditions and zoom levels for

each subject, which is recorded in controlled, less controlled or

uncontrolled environment. There is a structured-light scanning

Table II: Quantitative results on the MICC dataset [53]. The

mean and standard variation of 3DRMSE, the runtimes.

Approach 3DRMSE run time

SFM [55] 1.92± 0.39 CPU 1min 13s
CNN-based methods [56] 1.53± 0.29 GPU 0.088s
Ours 1.75± 0.29 CPU 3min

for each subject as the ground truth, and the reconstruction

errors of the reconstruction results are computed following

the way described in the above. For each subject, we select

the most frontal face image from the corresponding outdoor

video and reconstruct the 3D face model by setting it as input.

Table II shows that our reconstruction error is close to [56] and

lower than [55]. With the prior of reliable medium face and

SFS recovery, our approach can also have good estimations

on unconstrained images. Fig. 12 presents the reconstruction

results of four subjects using our method.

We also compared our method with the SFS approach of [8]

on more general unconstrained facial images. Since there are

no ground truth shapes for these images, we only compared

them visually. For reliable comparison, we directly ran our

algorithm on the example images provided in [8]. Fig. 14

presents the comparison results, showing both the reconstructed

face geometry and its textured display. We can see that our

approach produced more accurate reconstruction of the overall

shape, and recovered more geometrical details such as winkles
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Input Image [8] Our

Figure 14: Face reconstructions from unconstrained images, using the method from [8] and our method.
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and teeth. Although both methods perform SFS reconstruction,

there is major difference on how the shape and illumination

priors are derived. In [8] a reference face model is utilized as the

shape prior to estimate illumination and initialize photometric

normals; as the reference face model is not adapted to the target

face shape, this can lead to unsatisfactory results. In comparison,

with our method the medium face model is optimized to provide

reliable estimates of the target shape and illumination, which

enables more accurate reconstruction.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The main limitation of our method is that its performance

for a given image depends on how well the overall face shape

is covered by our constructed face model. This is because

medium and fine face modeling have little effect on the coarse

face shape; thus in order to achieve good results, the coarse

face model needs to be close enough to the ground-truth overall

shape, which can be achieved if the ground-truth face is close

to the space spanned by our linear face model. By combining

FACEWAREHOUSE and BFM2009 to construct the face model,

our approach achieves good results on a large number of images.

But for faces with large deviation from both FACEWAREHOUSE

and BFM2009, our method may not work well. One potential

future work is to improve the face model by incorporating a

larger variety of face datasets.

Since we compute pixel values by multiplying albedo with

lighting, there is an inherent ambiguity in determining albedo

and lighting from given pixel values. Our approach alleviates

the problem by using PCA albedo and second-order spherical

harmonics lighting, but it does not fully resolve the ambiguity.

Nevertheless, as we only intend to recover face geometry, such

approach is sufficient for achieving good results.

In this paper, we present a coarse-to-fine method to recon-

struct a high-quality 3D face model from a single image. Our

approach uses a bilinear face model and local corrective defor-

mation fields to obtain a reliable initial face shape with large-

and medium-scale features, which enables robust shape-from-

shading reconstruction of fine facial details. The experiments

demonstrate that our method can accurately reconstruct 3D face

models from images with different poses and expressions, and

recover the fine-scale geometrical details such as wrinkles and

teeth. Our approach combines the benefits of low-dimensional

face models and shape-from-shading, enabling more accurate

and robust reconstruction.
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